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1Robustponds

Robustponds is specialize in the manufacture and maintenance of isothermal doors, 
dock shelters, accessories and automation, in addition it sells fire doors, high speed 
doors and sectional doors. In order to complement our services, we also sell isother-
mal panels, hygienic covering walls, bollards and various types of profiles.  

Robustponds products are indicated for various types of industry or sector, such as: 
meat industry, dairy products; agri-food, pharmaceutical, health industry, fishing, hotel 
  

Our manufacturing is based on 3 key factors: innovation, professionalism and trust. 
Day after day we innovate our manufacturing and we rely on the professionalism of all 
our employees to ensure costumer  satisfaction. We manufacture according to the 
  

We guarantee to our customers sales services, projects and after-sales assistance. We 
also have professionals who travel where necessary, in order to present our products, 
as well as find the specific needs of each customer and suggest the best option for 
each specific case; later presenting our best proposal free of charge.  

Our facilities are located in Rua de São Nuno, nº92, Soltaria, 2560-195 São Pedro da 
Cadeira (Torres Vedras-Portugal). Come and visit our showroom and all our products.

industry and logistics.

costumer requirements and especifications.
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Cold Room Doors 3

Robustponds Cold Room Doors are indicated for refrigerated and freezed rooms, 
withstanding negative and positive temperatures (as shown in the table). Robust-
ponds manufactures single or double leaf doors, either Hinged or Sliding.

9° a 15°-4° a 8°-5° a -25°-26° a -40°

60mm

80mm

110mm

140mm

Internal handle for sliding door

Lower closing hook strike

Sliding rail

Applied on panel

Tickness    Temperature:
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TICKNESS

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

INSULATION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

AIRTIGHTNESS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Hinged Doors

Technical Specifications

RAL 9010

60 mm / 90 mm / 110 mm / 140 mm

Manufactured to size, to suit customers requests

Anodised extruded aluminium, surface treatment 20 microns

 Injected polyurethane insulation, density of +/- 40 /45 kg/m3

High quality polyamide hinges with lift ramp. Polyethylene external lock with two crushing points 

with the possibility of adjustment

Frame and counter frame in white extruded aluminium with thermal bridge breaks, with hidden 

fixation, anodised with 20 microns 

Guaranteed by EPDM gaskets, highly resistant, all around the panel.

Single or double leaf; Protection leaf in aluminium or stainless steel; Overhead rail passage; Door 

lock with key or electroiman; Leaf in stainless steel or PVC

Chilled or freezer environments (depending on tickness)

Galvanised steel sheet 0,60 mm, with white lacquered finishes. Standard colour:
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Sliding Doors

RAL 9010

TICKNESS

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

INSULATION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

AIRTIGHTNESS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

60 mm / 90 mm / 110 mm / 140 mm

Made to measure, to suit customers requests

Anodised extruded aluminium, surface treatment 20 microns.

Galvanised steel sheet 0,60 mm, with white lacquered finishes. Standard colour:

Injected polyurethane insulation, density of 40-45 kg/m3

External handle in polyethylene and internal handle.

Frame and counter frame in white extruded aluminium with thermal breaks, with hidden fixation 

adaptable to different thicknesses. Anodised with 20 microns.

Guaranteed by EPDM gaskets, highly resistant, all around the panel.

Single or double leaf; Door lock; Overhead rail passage; Vision panels; Automation; Emergency signs;

Chilled or freezer environments (depending on thickness)
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Vertical Sliding Door

Ideal for places where it is not possible to install a 
Pivoting or Sliding Door. Its system works based on 
the sectional door system (vertical opening). Uses    

 an Anti-fall safety system.

RAL 9010

TICKNESS

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

INSULATION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

AIRTIGHTNESS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

40mm / 90mm/ 110mm / 140mm

Manufactured to size, to suit customers requests. 

Anodised aluminium extrusion profile, with lacquering option.

Galvanised steel sheet, with white lacquered finishes and PDVF, option polyester 25 microns; 

Injected polyurethane density 50/65 Kg/m³.

Double rails in steel with vertical elevation, with hidden fixation by the profile. The rails provided.

                are galvanised 1.5mm; Electrical automation (engine, control panel, interior button and safety photocell).

Frame and counter frame in Anodised aluminium extrusion of 20 microns and thermal breakes; 

                The tightness between frame and counter frame is insured by EPDM gasket, around all the panel.

Guaranteed by EPDM gaskets, highly resistant, all around the panel.

Vision panels; pull switch; infrared sensors.

Chilled or freezer environments (depending on thickness).

               Couleur standard 

RAL 9010 INSIDE and OUTSIDE



Service Doors 7

Hinged Doors or Slinding Doors

Robustponds service doors are ideal for all type of 

industry, both indoor and outdoor. They are practi-

cal and safe, and can be used in places where mini-

mum insulation is needed to preserve the working      

environment.

RAL 9010

TICKNESS

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

INSULATION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

AIRTIGHTNESS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

Manufactured to size, to suit customers requests.

Lacquered extruded aluminium in colour standard RAL 9010.

Galvanised steel sheet 0,60 mm, with white lacquered finishes and PDVF plastic, option modified ABS;  

Polyurethane density  +/-40 kg/m3.

Hinges, handles, internal and external locks and bolt lock stainless steel AISI 304.

Frame and counter frame in Extruded aluminium, fixed with hidden screws.

Guaranteed by black EPDM gaskets, highly resistant, all around the panel.

Panic bar; Vision panels; adjustable spring system; Ventilation Grilles; Hinged or sliding model; 

Panel protection in polyethylene or stainless steel.

Room temperature and Amenity areas.

40 mm

Standard Colour:
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Swing door is a solution that allows the free movement of people and
machines quickly and safely. It's installation is very simple and quick with
the possibility of force regulation when opening the door, to provide a more
  

Avaliable models

Swing door in PVC;

Swing door in Polyethylene (PE);

Swing door in Polycarbonate.

practical passage.    
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PVC

RAL 9010

Polyethylene (PE)

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

INSULATION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Lacquered extruded aluminium in Standard Colour RAL 9010.

Galvanised, lacquered steel leaf and PDVF plastic, option  

modified ABS 2mm; Standard Colour: RAL 9010.

In injected polyurethane, density +/- 40Kg / m3.

Grey gaskets on the leaf profile; Oval or circular vision  

panels in acrylic 4mm and UV protection, Stainless steel  

wing-shaped protection AISI 304; Polyamide hinges with  

or without blocking angle up to 90º.; Stainless steel  screws.

Frame and counter frame in RAL 9010 white 

lacquered and extruded aluminium, fixed with hidden screws.

Anodised frame and counter frame and overhead track flap; Panel Protection in stainless steel 

or polyethylene 5mm tickness both sides.

Room temperature and Amenity areas.

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Polyethylene. 

Polyethylene PE 500 15mm tickness; great mechanical and 

chemical resistance.

High quality polyamide hinges with or without blocking 

angle up to 90º.; Stainless steel screws.

Frame and counter frame in RAL 9010 white 

lacquered, fixed with hidden screws.

Stainless steel wing-shaped protection; Panel 

Protection in stainless steel or polyethylene; Overhead 

track flap; Anodised frame or in any colour; Stainless steel hinges.

Room temperature and Amenity areas.
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Polycarbonate

SIZE

FRAME

SHEET

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Polycarbonate.

6mm tickness polycarbonate; great mechanical and chemical resistance.

Guaranteed by grey gaskets on the profile.

Frame and counter frame in RAL 9010 white lacquered, fixed with hidden screws.

Stainless steel wing-shaped protection; Panel Protection in stainless steel or polyethylene; 

Overhead rail passage; Anodised frame or in any colour; Stainless steel hinges.

Room temperature and Amenity areas.



Fire Doors 11

Fire doors are ideal for places susceptible to fire. They have characteristics 

that differentiate them from other doors due to their type of material.    

 

SIZE

FRAME

TICKNESS

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

40mm, 17mm overlap.

Standard: Height 2000mm / Semi-standard: Height 2100mm /  Non Standard: Top Height 2400mm.

Fire doors with two galvanised steel sheets with different degrees of fire resistance 60’; 90’ and 120´.

The interior of the door is made of fireproof insulating materials: rock wool and plasterboard board.

3 thick galvanised steel hinges of 3mm; Latch lock; Black handles in fireproof polyamide.

Frame in galvanised steel lacquered leaf with 1.5mm thick plastic coating.

Panic bar; Vision panels; lock selector; adjustable spring system; Ventilation Grilles; Sliding Fire Door.

Room temperature.

INSULATION
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Strip Curtains are made of flexible PVC in various colours and transparent. PVC has the advan-
tage of being antibacterial which allows total hygiene of the place. They can be used as    

 

We manufacture Fixed and Sliding Strip Curtain; according to their function and as the custom-
er prefers.

Fixed Strip Curtains

Sliding Strip Curtain

 

complete dividers without a significant reduction in light. 

SIZE

COMPOSITION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

COLOR/RAL

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Made from flexible PVC, strips are hung from aluminium track.

Extruded aluminium profile; Polyethylene side covers and 

fixing pack suitable for all type of curtain.

Rounded edge finishes to avoid cuttings.

Overlap made according to the degree of tightness that we intend 

to obtain Positive Strips up to 50ºC; Negative strips down to 

-30ºC; Mixed strips; Totally opaque strips.

Room temperature, refrigerated and freezing temperature.

White and blue; Option opaque colour.

SIZE

COLOR/RAL

COMPOSITION

FITTINGS

FINISHES

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

Technical Specifications

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Made from flexible PVC, strips are hung from stainless steel track.

AISI304 stainless steel profile; fixation pack suitable for the type of curtain.

Rounded edge finishes to avoid cuttings.

White and blue; Option opaque colour.

Room temperature, refrigerated and freezing temperature.

Overlap made according to the degree of tightness that we intend 

to obtain Positive Strips up to 50ºC; Negative strips down to 

-30ºC; Mixed strips; Totally opaque strips.
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Rolling Doors

High Speed Doors are ideal for separating spaces with different characteristics and are 
prepared for frequent passages. Rapid doors are manufactured in two types, Rolling 
and Folding; Rolling Doors are more suitable for indoor spaces and Folding Doors are 
more suitable for outdoor use because they have more strength and dimension.     

RAL 9010 RAL 9006 RAL 5005 RAL 6039RAL 1032RAL 2004RAL 3002

4500 mm x 4500 mm (maximum width and maximum height).

Power 0.55Kw; Electrical supply 230V; Wind resistance– class 1 / PA:300 / Km/H: 80.46.

Vertical guides in aluminium; 0.8mm thick flexible PVC curtain; aluminum profile.

Push Button; Magnetic detector; Radio control; Light barrier; Pull switch; Infrared radar; 

Flashing lights; Outdoor receiver; Vision Panels or transparent vision sections.

Room and refrigereted temperature; Operating temperature -5º to +60ºC.

Other colours: On request

Technical Specifications

SIZE

OPERAITION

MATERIALS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

STANDARD RAL’S
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Folding Doors

RAL 9010 RAL 9006 RAL 5005 RAL 6039RAL 1032RAL 2004RAL 3002

6000 mm x 8000 mm (maximum width and maximum height)

Power 0.55Kw; Electrical supply 400V; Wind resistance for maximum dimensions up to 

2.75x3mts - class 3 / PA: 450 / Km / h: 98.56; Wind resistance for dimensions from 

2.75x3mts - class 2 / Pa: 700 / Km / h: 122.93.

Robust and compact vertical guides in electrogalvanised and or lacquered steel (RAL’S) or, 

optionally, in stainless steel AISI 316 cetin; 0.8mm thick flexible PVC curtain; Aluminum profiles.

Push Button; Magnetic detector; Radio control; Light barrier; Pull switch; Infrared radar; 

Flashing lights; Outdoor receiver; Vision Panels or transparent vision sections.

Room and refrigereted temperature; Operating temperature -5º to +60ºC .

Other colours: On request

Technical Specifications

SIZE

OPERAITION

MATERIALS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

STANDARD RAL’S
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Sectional Doors are the ideal doors for garages or reception or shipping docks, they are 
automated or manual and very safe. The doors work vertically or laterally, they have a 
silent and easy handle system due to the compensation of the weight through torsion 

RAL 9010 RAL 9006 RAL 9007 RAL 7011 RAL 7016 RAL 1015

RAL 3000 RAL 8014 RAL 8017 RAL 6005 RAL 6009 RAL 5010

springs and to slide on pulleys.

Sandwish Panel with double 0,5mm steel leaf, forming 40mm thick.

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Sandwish Panel with double steel sheets.

Galvanised 2mm rails and guides; compensation springs; 

234mm spring stop; hinged acessory boxes, drums, steel 

cables, screws and nylon rollers with bearings.

Anti-fall safeguard for breaking cables and spring safety brakes; Track application: high lift track; 

Vertical track and normal track with inclination. 

80mm sandwich panel with thermal break for cold areas; stainless steel fittings and rails; Vision 

panels; locks; automation with radar option; Pull Switch or remote control; Pedestrian Door with 

hold-open device; Ventilation Grilles.

Room temperature.

Technical Specifications

SIZE

TICKNESS

SECURITY SYSTEMS

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

STANDARD RAL’S

FITTINGS

SHEET
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Robustponds Inspection Hatches are indicated for accessing to more technical or 
restricted areas, namely ceilings or attics. Due to its structure and size it is ideal for 
saving space. 

Inspection Hatches

40mm

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Extruded and lacquered aluminium profile; Standard Colour: RAL 9010.

Galvanised and lacquered steel sheet, with modified ABS option; Standard Colour: RAL 9010.

Based on injected polyurethane, density of +/- 40Kg/m3.

AISI 304 stainless steel hinges; Doors bolt lock.

Frame and counter frame in extruded aluminium.

Panel protection in polyethylene or stainless steal; Ventilation Grilles; Inside and outside handles.

Room temperatures and amenity areas.

SIZE

TICKNESS

INSULATION

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

FITTINGS

SHEET

Technical Specifications

FRAME

FINISHES
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Robustponds Automations are designed for sliding doors and are prepared, if necessary,    

for negative temperatures.  

Automation

SIZE

ENGINE

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

FITTINGS

Technical Specifications

COMPOSITION

Made to measure, to suit customers requests.

Consisting of a 20 microns anodised aluminium rail, inserted / applied on the sliding door 

system; Safety photocell; Button and electrical panel.

Steel rack;  Pieces with black lacquered treatment.

Calculated according to the dimension of the door; Reversible motor in case of power failure.

Receiver with 2 commands; Infrared radar; Opening Pull Switch

Room Temperatures and negative temperatures up to -30ºC
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Dock shelters are designed to expedite and make any loading and unloading operation 
more flexible; Taking into account the specification of each location, a retractable shelter 
or an inflatable shelter can be installed; both protect the installation from external 
elements; they have excellent watertightness giving a higger insulation and cleanliness; 
they save a lot of energy and are functional, practical, safe and durable.   

Dock Shelters

Retractable Dock Shelters

Inflatable Dock Shelters

SIZE

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

MATERIAL

Technical Specifications

STRUCTURE

Technical Specifications

3400 Width x 3400 Height (Standard) / 4200 Width x 4000 Height (maximum sizes).

Galvanised steel; PVC black canvas; Articulated system that allows adaptation to the truck's 

body in case of contact with the structure.

PVC canvas, on the top is more rigid and on the sides is more flexible.

Exterior; Refrigerated places or places with room temperature;

Structure in stainless steel, instead pf galvanised steel; Buffers; Dock lamps and Traffic light kit.

3500 Width x 3700 Height (Standard) / 4200 Width x 4800 Height (maximum sizes).

Galvanised steel; Equipped with an inflatable coupling system adaptable to the various 

measures around the vehicle, increasing safety, comfort and maneuvering flexibility.

External PVC canvas and inflatable fabric with high resistance; the external fabric is 

reinforced and with UV treatment.

Exterior; Refrigerated places or places with room temperature;

Structure in stainless steel, instead of galvanised steel; Buffers; Dock lamps and Traffic light kit.

SIZE

OPTIONS  

APPLICATIONS

MATERIAL

STRUCTURE
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The dock leveller or hydraulic platform is ideal for handling large and weight loads: It 
system is simple, agile and functional and is the right solution for any loading dock. 
Thanks to its hydraulic tilting mechanism and its swing lip, electro hydraulic dock level-
lers are used to cover the gap and height between the loading bay and the truck bed that 
needs to be loaded and unloaded, to allow a safe and efficient loading and unloading   

Hydraulic dock levellers

process.

SIZE

OPERATING SYSTEM

STRUCTURE  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FITTINGS

Technical Specifications

CAPACITY

2000x2500mm (Standard); Other sizes: 2000x1800mm/ 2000x2000mm; 2000x2200mm/ 

2300x1800mm/ 2300x2000mm/ 2300x2200mm/ 2500x1800mm/ 2500x2000mm/ 

2500x2200mm/ 3000x1800mm/ 3000x2000mm/ 3000x2200mm.

for 6 tonnes of cargo for all sizes.

Swing lip.

Composed of cold-rolled beams and 6/ 8mm anti-slip tear plates to ensure load homogeneity. 

Operated by a hydraulic piston of simple effect equipped with a free-fall protection system for 

emergency stops in case of rupture or power failure; Base plate made from laminated profiles. 

On top of this are the platform and the hydraulic set.

The control functions are made through the electrical panel that drives the hydraulic pump and 

the respective hydraulic actuators.

230/400V Electrical motor; Power 0.75Kw; Maximum pressure of the hydraulic circuit 140 kg / cm2 (bar); 

Operating temperature (-10ºC + 40ºC); Noise level produced <70db; Maximum speed of the traffic 10km/h

Hydraulic swing lip in laminated plate of 13 / 15mm of thickness. Folded and milled at the end to fit the 

truck and for a smooth transfer of forklifts.



Portfolio



261 963 343 

938 921 242

Rua São Nuno, nº92 - Soltaria 2560-195 - São Pedro da Cadeira - Torres Vedras

 geral@robustponds.pt


